The Voiceless Bird

By Baron and Baronessa Araignee

Introduction
There are many that enters the Occult world with deluded expectations,
and child-like aspirations, but very few has lucid reasoning.
On the subject of Evocation, we will bring to light some matters which
others seems not to fully comprehend.
One of the greatest problems with this world of men is this thing which is
known as "relegion". With this cancer comes dogma, brainwashing and
blind faith without healty reasoning. Unfortunately humanity are sheep and
cannot lead by example-thus the crutch of relegion is always readily
available. But what does relegion have to do with Evocation? Simply this:
The most popular evocation must be Demonic/Infernal Rites. What the
western world knows of "Demons" is what is based upon relegion. Lets
take a look at Hell in which these Demons allegedly reside:
When Socraties commited suicide after his sentence of death, Plato (his
student) became so bitter he created the concept of modern day hell. Much
later in the Deivine Comedy, Dante "refined" the Hell concept and the
whole of Christiandom lapped it up like starved mongrels. Can you see the
pattern yet?
Lets be more clear shall we? If you believe the relegious dogma of the
world then your Evocation will reflect the results. This simply means you
are mind-fucking yourself. Get it? If you wish to have none deluded
results, stop being a fucking retard and use your brains. What you believe
will manifest in this world through perception and will-and if you didnt
know this already, this is actually the foundation of all Magical practices.
If you believe you can contact a Demon through a black mirror then more
than likely your belief will manifest the result.
We come across Many individuals that bestows some magical properties to
an object or item-however they stop to think about the object itself. A

black mirror DOES NOT HOLD ANY MAGICAL PROPERTIES!
Except for what you bestow upon it-FACT. The same goes for ANY
other Occult tools,herbs, liquids etc etc. When did people become so
gravely stupid?
Stop reading Medieval and Elizabethan Grimoire trash! Those people
where mostly idiots (save for a few).
We know that some Occultists out there are not complete morons, so
kindly do not spread these silly misconceptions. Lead by example!
So, now that we have said our peace on the matter, we present to you this
free PDF to help you with the subject matter of Evocation.
Please note that this is not an instructional ebook, its a guide of do's and
dont's.
If you want a book on Evocation, buy one of our books or any other books
available on the market. As the saying goes: "If your good at something,
never do it for free"
-Baron and Baronessa Araignee
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Question everything!
Dont believe what is not evident!
Master yourself!
Grow your spiritual power!
Master and move on!
Remove from you that which you do not want!
Read! Research! Cross-reference!
Dont be deluded! Seperate fantacy from reality!
Work hard! Study more! Practice even harder!
Dont, Dont, Dont follow conformity!
The so called "Law" of each country DOES NOT govern spirituality!
If it attempts to do so, it is your enemy and wishes to enslave you!
Predator or Prey? Victem or Victor? CHOOSE!
Create a working area!
Dilligently Evoke at a specific time/location! Make it muscle memory.
Entities does not govern you, you govern them!
Dont ever grovel like swine-this is weakness!
Dont request-Command!
Dont lower yourself to a lessor creatures level-rise above it so that
they may see you as God and then obey your every whim. So many fail
in Evocation due to this overlooked fact.
Let Demonolotors worship Demons! You command them!
When you hear of idividuals claiming that they: "Do not command
Demons and "respectfully" request them to do this and that" Be assured
that these people are sparkly eyed prey and are already enslaved. Do
not keep company with them!
Power seeks power and devours all which is lessor! This is a great
Universal law that cannot be denied!

From the list above you can gain experience in this field of Evocation.

Magick is a very solitary path with ultimate selfish motives. No holding
hands, and dancing around a camp fire! This is the cold hard world of
Earth where cause and effect governs all Citizens! NO ONE will give you
spiritual power if you as an individual do not take it for
yourself-remember this! If not, you will be dissapointed-we can stake our
lives on it.

Evocation Structure
1. Choose an "Entity"-they dont "choose" you! Or perhaps you believe that
they are going to "Evoke" themselves?
2. Learn the "spirits" attributes,character and history(research historic
data, not questionable sources such as grimoires)
3.Formulate your own personal Evocation Ceremony, DO NOT use any
structure allready available which you did not create yourself! If needs be,
beg and borrow bits and pieces-but only as a dire last resort-Dont be
Lazy!
4. Choose a day and time to evoke-irrelevant what books instruct you
uppon! Remember, question everything!
5. If you cannot communicate with them-find a way! A pendulum! dowsing
rods! Ouija Board! Do not let the "Entity" dictate the communication
method! YOU are in charge!
6, "Spirits" do not have vocal cords so dont be an idiot and expect to hear
a "spirits" voice in stereo! If you do-you are more than likely insane!
"Entities" can only mentally project words, images and sounds to your
mind-you will do well to remember this.

7. "Entities", "Spirits" etc does not have physical bodies so theu cannot
manifest physically! Only visibly! Be very careful to take note of this
distinction, for many Practitioners has bullshitted their way to fame.
8. Repetition, Repetition, Repetition! You may not get results the first
time around! Expect this and accept it! Why? Because you are either a
novice and have not developed your spiritual senses to the required degree!
And no amount of self bullshitting will change this fact!
9. Find a Master Teacher! Books will only teach you so much. Even we
write a mere drop of our knowledge within our books-And for good reason!
10. You dont need wands, brooms, cauldrons, swords, knives, bells, gongs
etc to Evoke! These tools are merely focuss points to assist you. Think!
11. Any "Evocation" has a Beginning, Middle and End structure, so
simply work it accordingly!
Beginning:
The preperation to the Rite. Such as meditations, gnostics and
Incantations.
Middle:
The "Being" is Evoked, now you charge it by command. Be VERY
specific, but keep it short to one "charge" per Ceremony.
End:
Other incantations, and the Dismissal/Discharge of the "Being".
These are the Basics of Evocation and Invocation. Here ends the lesson.

